
The brake block types provided by these
etchings are:

• Early sin gle sided brakes (three 4 shoe
sets)

• Early ei ther sided brakes ( one 4 shoe
set)

• Later ei ther sided brakes ( three 4 shoe
sets)

They can be used as part of a wagon
underframe from AMBIS or as subsititues 
for other less well defined brake blocks
from other sources. As they are of metal
parts ensure they do not create a short

electrical circuit it they touch the wheel
tread of any vehicle they are fitted to.

 They may for example be used as an
overlay to a plastic modulding. These
fittings are intended to be made to a full
depth by assembling three or four layers
together ( three in the case of the early
either sided brake shoe). 

Protype information.

Brake shoes of these type are only likely
to be found on unfitted wagons.

Early wagons ( pre -1923 standard) may
well only have two barke shoes per
wagon and would use the early type of
brake shoe. The type used here was
modelled on Midland Railway patterns)

A product from:
AMBIS Engineering Division, Prop. Alan Austin.

27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.
Mail Order, Exhibitions, or through selected retailers.
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The early either side brake shoe was
introduced prior to the general adoption of 
the RCH 1923 standard type by many
wagon builders.

RCH 1923 stardard (introduced some time 
before 1923, perhaps about 1908) will
probably use the either type of brake shoe, 
most wagons by then having four brake
shoes.

The brake block types provided by these
etchings are:

• Early sin gle sided brakes (three 4 shoe
sets)

• Early ei ther sided brakes ( one 4 shoe
set)

• Later ei ther sided brakes ( three 4 shoe
sets)

They can be used as part of a wagon
underframe from AMBIS or as
subsititues for other less well defined
brake blocks from other sources. As they
are of metal parts ensure they do not
create a short electrical circuit it they
touch the wheel tread of any vehicle they
are fitted to.

 They may for example be used as an
overlay to a plastic modulding. These
fittings are intended to be made to a full
depth by assembling three or four layers
together ( three in the case of the early
either sided brake shoe). 

Brake Blocks
Product Code BB_7

Brake Blocks
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Brake Levers  Set  One
Product Code BL1_7

Brake Levers  Set  One
Product Code BL1_7

Twenty four levers are supplied
in batches of six, enough to suit
three wagons with at least 6
surplus.

Four pattern brake levers are
supplied, Gloucester, to suit the
Slaters wagons part 2, RCH style
part 5, Midland Railway long part 
4 and Midland Railway short part 
3. It should be quite clear from
drawings/photographs which type 
you require. 

A bending jig is etched onto the
fret, part 1 but do study wagon
details to ascertain if this pattern
is correct for your wagon and
check the length required, these
items were etched deliberately
long for some wagons. Cut off
the excess length. MAKE DUE
ALLOWANCES FOR

BENDING ESPECIALLY THE
HANDLE.

Fabrication.

For the handle end fold up from
the tip of the lever first before
adding the U bend it is easier that 
way !  

The three main types of brake
lever ends are supplied to
provide a normal end or either
side of the Moreton Brake gear
clutches (additional parts 7).

NOTE NOT ALL Moreton fitted 
wagons were built with the brake 
gear on the same side as
indicated in the diagram.

It also appears that the early both 
side brake arrangement was
fitted with concentric Moreton
clutches both sides (Ref:
Midland Wagons Vol 1 Plates
71, 72 and 75) 

Most brake levers have a thicker
boss section. Fold up the
additional part, solder on and
then cut or file off the joining

tab. For far side Moreton brakes
fold behind the lever the small
clutch part. For wagons not
requiring the Moreton clutches
remove the extra parts.

Brake Actuator or Tumbler. 

This is a three layer part. When
required remove one from the fret 
and fold up using the half etched
away material on the outside of
the fold. Either solder together at
this time or later, You need to
twist the outer bearings away
from the centre hub in order to
properly apply wagon brakes on
most vehicles.

Twenty four levers are supplied
in batches of six, enough to suit
three wagons with at least 6
surplus.

Four pattern brake levers are
supplied, Gloucester, to suit the
Slaters wagons part 2, RCH style 
part 5, Midland Railway long
part 4 and Midland Railway
short part 3. It should be quite
clear from drawings/photographs 
which type you require. 

A bending jig is etched onto the
fret, part 1 but do study wagon
details to ascertain if this pattern
is correct for your wagon and
check the length required, these
items were etched deliberately
long for some wagons. Cut off
the excess length. MAKE DUE
ALLOWANCES FOR
BENDING ESPECIALLY THE
HANDLE.

Fabrication.

For the handle end fold up from
the tip of the lever first before
adding the U bend it is easier
that way !  

The three main types of brake
lever ends are supplied to
provide a normal end or either
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side of the Moreton Brake gear
clutches (additional parts 7).

NOTE NOT ALL Moreton fitted
wagons were built with the brake gear 
on the same side as indicated in the
diagram.

It also appears that the early both side
brake arrangement was fitted with
concentric Moreton clutches both
sides (Ref: Midland Wagons Vol 1
Plates 71, 72 and 75) 

Most brake levers have a thicker boss
section. Fold up the additional part,
solder on and then cut or file off the
joining tab. For far side Moreton
brakes fold behind the lever the small
clutch part. For wagons not requiring
the Moreton clutches remove the extra 
parts.

Brake Actuator or Tumbler. 

This is a three layer part. When
required remove one from the fret and 
fold up using the half etched away
material on the outside of the fold.
Either solder together at this time or
later, You need to twist the outer
bearings away from the centre hub in
order to properly apply wagon brakes
on most vehicles.

The track gauge you are using and the
wagon wheelbase will determine how

much bending is required. Please see
diagrams attached. Note for narrow
gauge stock the brake shoes will not
properly rub on the wheel treads unless
the tumbler is moved back from behind
the solebar. Not all prototype wagons are 
fitted with push rods at an right angle to
the wheel cone setting them at an angle
of  1:20 - check your prototype vehicle. 

For example It is believed that for
Moreton brake gear fitted wagons the
brake tumbler was in line with the wheel
tyres, instead of at an angle.

After the push rods are fitted to the
tumbler the inner safety loop can be
fitted - see later for details.

A product from:
AMBIS Engineering Division, Prop. Alan

Austin.
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.

A product from:
AMBIS Engineering Division, Prop. Alan

Austin.
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.

Early Independent

Early Both Sides

Moreton Clutch

Brake levers and cross shafts.

Add the appropriate boss details to the 
required brake levers. 

Bend up the lever to suit your wagon.
Refer the the shapes on the etching for 
guidance. When shaping the handle it
is easiest to start from the tip if the
lever. Put a right angled bend in it first 
then add the U shape bend. This is
likely to add about 6 prototype inches
to the length of the lever.

With simple brake gear the cross shaft 
finishes in a square end. This will
need to be filed into the end of the
shaft so that it fits the brake lever. 

In the case of Moreton clutches the
end should be rounded as the cross
shaft is mearly a pivot point at the
concentric clutch end.

In the case of ratchet brake gear a
small lip should be attached to the top
rear of the brake lever to engage with
the ratchet. This may be possible
through using the connecting tab on
the RCH type lever - it will depend up 
the wagon you are building.

Depending upon the case either:-

Fix the brake lever guides in place,
they will help support the brake
levers. THEN

Add the cross shaft to the brake lever
and feed through the guide and into the
Vee hanger(s). OR

Fit the cross shaft between solebars, not
forgetting the tumbler. Add push rods to
the tumbler while access is relatively
easy. Then attach brake levers, OR

Fix the tumbler to the cross shaft and
feed through the Vees. Add push rods
then attach the brake lever.  

The track gauge you are using and the
wagon wheelbase will determine how
much bending is required. Please see
diagrams attached. Note for narrow
gauge stock the brake shoes will not
properly rub on the wheel treads unless
the tumbler is moved back from behind
the solebar. Not all prototype wagons are 

Moreton Clutch
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Brake Levers - General Notes.

The brake levers supplied must be shaped
to a fairly logical set of conventions.

1. Depending upon its location on the
wagon. Wagons with simple straight
brake levers usually are pivoted in line
with the outer edge of a wooden solebar.
They will have to be bent outward to pass
the axlebox casting and then in a tight
angled “U” shape back towards the
solebar  so that it slots into the lever guide 
and out again. It will also usually need to
be bent outward in the shape of a “J” to
form a handle. See sketches.

2. We would suggest that where the
handle is shaped bending starts from the
handle and you work back towards the
fulcrum of the lever.

Additional Parts.

To assist the modeller some additional
parts are supplied with some brake levers.

We suggest you use the AMBIS brake
lever guides to compliment these brake
levers. The brake lever guide range will
expand to cover the full range of levers and 
underframe type AMBIS supplies, as will
other items such as push-rods.

Usage of the Straight Lever.

Often on single sided/single shoe brake
arrangements.

These are quite common on very old
vehicles, some of which particularly in the
North and Scotland survived for many
years.

Brake Levers - General Notes.

The brake levers supplied must be shaped
to a fairly logical set of conventions.

1. If you are mounting this lever on a rod
you can chose to drill through the half
etched centre to the boss overlay before
preceeding. To fashion the prominent
boss on this lever fold the end disc over
away from each other at the half etch tab.
When happy with their location we
suggest soldering them together. When
this is has been done file away the joining
tab and fettle the edges of the rest of the
lever. 

2. These levers are bent around the
equipment attached to the solebars, the
axleboxes, bent inwards to fit through the
lever guide and lastly outward to form a
handle. We would suggest that where the
handle is shaped bending starts from the
handle and you work back towards the
fulcrum of the lever.

3. The BR HEA/HBA type is supplied
with its individual type of lever support

bracket. Two half etched holes are meant to 
be pushed out with a blunted point to
simulate the bolts used to fix this bracket to 
the solebars.

See Modelling Railways Illustrated Vol.1
No.1 for prototype details.

Additional Parts.

To assist the modeller some additional
parts are supplied with some of the other
brake levers in the range.

We suggest you use the AMBIS brake
lever guides to compliment these brake
levers. The brake lever guide range will
expand to cover the full range of levers and 
underframe type AMBIS supplies, as will
other items such as push-rods.

Usage of the Brake Lever.

Used on air braked stock in the
hopper/open wagon series, HEx, HSx  and
HAx wagons but not the RNA type as
shown in the reference article. 

Company/ Manufacturer.

BREL from 1960’s.

Brake Levers - General Notes.

The brake levers supplied must be shaped
to a fairly logical set of conventions.

A product from:
AMBIS Engineering Division,

Prop. Alan Austin.
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 

3LQ.
Mail Order, Exhibitions, or through

selected retailers.

Brake Levers  Set  Two- A
Straight Levers

Product Code BL2A_7

Brake Levers  Set  Two-G
BR HEA series Levers
Product Code BL2G_7

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.

27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.

Mail Order, Exhibitions, or through selected
retailers.
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1. The Moreton style clutches need to be
fashioned by laminating the etch layers
together. Fold the two sections away from 
each other at the half etch tab. When
happy with their location we suggest
soldering them together. When this is has
been done file away the joining tab and
fettle the edges of the rest of the lever.

2. The lever will need shaping, mainly at
the handle end.  We would suggest that
where the handle is shaped bending starts
from the handle and you work back
towards the fulcrum of the lever.

3. The brake tumblers are laminated by
folding over the three layers to each item.

Additional Parts.

To assist the modeller some additional
parts are supplied with some brake levers.

A brake lever tumbler is supplied where
appropriate. The LMS short levers used
one concentric and one offset Moreton
type clutch.

We suggest you use the AMBIS brake
lever guides to compliment these brake
levers. The brake lever guide range will
expand to cover the full range of levers
and underframe type AMBIS supplies, as
will other items such as push-rods.

Usage of the Brake Levers.

With probably an exception or two this
type of lever  was fitted to steel
underframe wagons intiated by the LMS
with clasp (“8 shoe”) brakes. The design
was carried forward by BR when the
LMS wagon diagram was used by BR.
May also be suited for some LMS NCPS
vehicles.

Company/ Manufacturer.

LMSR and BR.

Brake Levers - General Notes.

The brake levers supplied must be shaped
to a fairly logical set of conventions.

1. The Moreton style clutches need to be
fashioned by laminating the etch layers
together. Fold the two sections away from 
each other at the half etch tab. When
happy with their location we suggest

soldering them together. When this is has
been done file away the joining tab and
fettle the edges of the rest of the lever.

.2. The lever will need shaping into a “U” 
at the lever guide and at its end to make a
handle. Unlike the LMS short lever it
usually has to pass around the axlebox
casting too. We would suggest that where 
the handle is shaped bending starts from
the handle and you work back towards
the fulcrum of the lever.

3. Note each lever is supplied with
concentric Moreton type clutches - it is
the only way we can understand that hand 
levers and vacuum brakes could be
operated independently. This can be
confirmed by some published
photographs eg Plate 135 in BR Wagons
(OPC 1985), P Bartlett, D Larkin etc.

Additional Parts.

To assist the modeller some additional
parts are supplied with some brake levers.

The LNER short levers are supplied with
the crank/levers, note both levers with
this style brakes needs Moreton
concentric clutches.

We suggest you use the AMBIS brake
lever guides to compliment these brake
levers. The brake lever guide range will
expand to cover the full range of levers
and underframe type AMBIS supplies, as
will other items such as push-rods.

Usage of the Brake Levers.

From LNER era on fully fitted (“8 shoe”
or clasp brakes) wagons . Perpetuated by
BR in wagon diagrams carried over from
LNER.

Company/ Manufacturer.

LNER and BR.

Brake Levers - General Notes.

The brake levers supplied must be shaped 
to a fairly logical set of conventions.

1. The Moreton style clutches need to be
fashioned by laminating the etch layers
together. Fold the two sections away from 
each other at the half etch tab. When
happy with their location we suggest
soldering them together. When this is has
been done file away the joining tab and
fettle the edges of the rest of the lever.

2. The lever will need shaping. It will a
handle and should be bent  around the

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.

27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.

Mail Order, Exhibitions, or through selected
retailers.

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.

27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.

Mail Order, Exhibitions, or through selected
retailers.

Brake Levers  Set  Two-C
LMS Short Fitted Vehicles

Product Code BL2C_7

Brake Levers  Set  Two-D
LNER Short Fitted Vehicles

Product Code BL2D_7
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wagon axlebox so that the brakes can
actually be levered ON. The  levers are
shaped into a handle at the end. We
would suggest that where the handle is
shaped bending starts from the handle
and you work back towards the fulcrum
of the lever.

Additional Parts.

To assist the modeller some additional
parts are supplied with some brake
levers.

There are two types of brakes levers,
stright and cranked. We are not able to
determine when which is more
appropriate

We suggest you use the AMBIS brake
lever guides to compliment these brake
levers. The brake lever guide range will
expand to cover the full range of levers
and underframe type AMBIS supplies, as 
will other items such as push-rods.

Usage of the Brake Levers.

On NE region large hopper wagons.

Company/ Manufacturer.

From NER period through to BR era

Brake Levers - General Notes.

The brake levers supplied must be shaped
to a fairly logical set of conventions.

1. The Moreton style clutches need to be
fashioned by laminating the etch layers
together. Fold the two sections away from 
each other at the half etch tab. When
happy with their location we suggest
soldering them together. When this is has
been done file away the joining tab and
fettle the edges of the rest of the lever.

2. The lever will need shaping. It will a
handle and should be bent  around the
wagon axlebox so that the brakes can
actually be levered ON. The  levers are

shaped into a handle at the end. We
would suggest that where the handle is
shaped bending starts from the handle
and you work back towards the fulcrum
of the lever.

The concentric clutch of the Moreton
brakes is not present on this type of brake 
lever - it was subject to rapid wear. In
this case the long crank supplied fits
behind the lever its tip folded up to catch
the underside of the lever.

Additional Parts.

To assist the modeller some additional
parts are supplied with some brake
levers.

The BR long lever has an unusual type of 
Moreton ratchet/clutch on the concentric
side.

Usage of the Brake Levers.

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.

27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.

Mail Order, Exhibitions, or through selected
retailers.

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.

27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.

Mail Order, Exhibitions, or through selected
retailers.

By BR on long wheelbase (12 foot)
wagons which were not fitted nor had the 
“lifting link” brake levers. We believe
this brake linkage pre-dated the lifting
link for BR although the lifting link was
common on SR wagons. See Plates 121
and 122 in BR. Wagons (OPC 1985), P
Bartlett, D Larkin etc. who call it RCH
long link brakes.

Company/ Manufacturer.

Appear to be used in 1930’s by long
wheelbase steel private wagon builders
such as used by GWR. In BR era as well,
possibly the sub contracted built series eg 
Hurst Nelson.

Brake Levers - General Notes.

The brake levers supplied must be shaped 
to a fairly logical set of conventions.

1. The lever will need shaping. Wagons
with single Vees need to bend the brake
lever  outward to a plane equal to about 6 
inches from the rear of the solebar so that 
it slots through the lever guide. In some
cases need to be bent around the wagon
axlebox so that the barkes can actually be 
levered ON. However in the case of the
LNWR style lever this was shaped to
avoid the axlebox casting.

2. This lever ordinarily extended beyond
the wagon headstocks and at those
corners where the lever was the

Brake Levers  Set  Two-F
Long Straight Levers

Product Code BL2F_7

Brake Levers  Set  Two-E
NE Large Hopper Levers

Product Code BL2E_7
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Brake Levers  Set  Two-B
LNWR Fitted Levers

Product Code BL2B_7Product

headstock was cut away to accomodate it. 

3. The tip of the lever was we understand
bent inwards. We would suggest that
where the handle is shaped bending starts 
from the handle and you work back
towards the fulcrum of the lever.

Additional Parts.

To assist the modeller some additional
parts are supplied with some brake
levers.

A brake lever tumbler is supplied 

We suggest you use the AMBIS brake
lever guides to compliment these brake
levers. The brake lever guide range will
expand to cover the full range of levers
and underframe type AMBIS supplies, as 
will other items such as push-rods.

Usage of the Brake Levers.

Only on LNWR fitted wagons (we
believe).

Company/ Manufacturer.

LNWR only.

Brake Levers -  General Notes.

The brake levers supplied must be shaped
to a fairly logical set of conventions.

1. The Moreton style clutches need to be
fashioned by laminating the etch layers
together. Fold the two sections away from 
each other at the half etch tab. When
happy with their location we suggest
soldering them together. When this is has
been done file away the joining tab and
fettle the edges of the rest of the lever.

2. The lever will need shaping. Wagons
with single Vees will have to be bent
outward to a surface equal to about 6

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.

27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.

Mail Order, Exhibitions, or through selected
retailers.
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